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HELLO AND WELCOME
By: Platforma EKO
We are happy to say Hello and invite you to step
together with us into a more sustainable lifestyle.
This newsletter is one of the sustainability
awareness projects by Platforma EKO. We put it
together because we understand the importance
of awareness and little changes that each of us
can make towards sustainability, and because we
care about the environment we live in. It's
important not just for the future, but for the
present as well.
Here we will share opinions, knowledge, ideas,
success stories and much more. So read, enjoy
and consider!

ZERO WASTE CONCEPT
By: Rima P.
The concept of Zero Waste goes a lot deeper than the modern fashion trend, which actually
increases consumption and mostly benefits manufacturers and sellers.
I probably sound pretty negative, but we should be aware that even good ideas can be harmful if
we blindly follow the path of fashion. Pretty reusable bags are great, but you don’t need 20 of them
in different designs.
The Zero Waste International Alliance (ZWIA) gives a very clear definition of zero waste:
“The conservation of all resources by means of responsible production, consumption, reuse, and
recovery of all products, packaging, and materials, without burning them, and without discharges to
land, water, or air that threaten the environment or human health.”
To achieve that, sometimes we need to keep things simple and maybe a little old-fashioned. When I
was a small child, my grandmother’s household was already zero waste. She had a garden of fruit
trees and vegetables, kept chickens and a cow, conserved food for the winter, composted any waste
and used old materials to make things instead of throwing them away.
Obviously, you can’t have my granny’s lifestyle in a small city apartment. But you can choose to buy
local products, direct from farms if you can, with the least packaging possible. In our ‘fast’ modern
societies, it takes conscious effort, most people want everything to be easy, new and modern, but you
can do it. (Continued)
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Innovations are not always really good for us, thing like plastic bags, disposable or plastic tableware,
mobile phones, the internet, maybe they save a little time and are practical but at what cost.
We want to have new things, and then constantly new versions of them, though actually quite often
we can’t afford it. It used to be that tools lasted for an entire lifetime, but is that useful for
manufactures? No. Our consumer societies engineer things to fail, or sometimes things still work, but
we want are trained to want something new, something more fashionable.
So, instead of trying to live up to the ZWIA’s impressive goals, we just consume and consume and
create more and more waste, endangering the environment, the flora, fauna, oceans, plus of course
we endanger our health, and the poorest areas feel the effects the most.
Today, as a result of pressure (better later than never), our planets governing bodies and major
companies have started to take notice and change some practices regarding packaging, recycling, etc.
but it is still nowhere near enough. It’s all very well to expect governments to regulate and make
changes, but each person can and should play their own part. Zero waste is not just an industrial
concept but also a household one. It is possible to reduce your home waste to virtually nothing by
reducing, reusing, and recycling. There are plenty of books, websites and ideas out there to help you
do it.
I know that sometimes it’s a question of privilege. Better quality and long lasting products, healthier,
more sustainable and ecological foods, are simply not affordable for everyone. Someone once asked
“Why do poor people make poor choices?” and the answer is simply “because they are poor”. How
can you think about the long term investment when your kids needs to eat now?
So, I wouldn’t dare to judge people for all of their choices, because sometimes they don’t really have
any, but I believe it is important to educate new generations how our individual actions have an effect
and consequences for the future.
By definition, trends come and go, but some we need
to grab and keep hold of. Right now the whole Zero
Waste concept is on a wave around the world and
it is great. There are more natural and organic
products like soaps, shampoos, toothpaste, reusable
bags, organic crafts, upcycled furniture,
biodegradable or compostable tableware, reusable
coffee cups and water bottles, and so many other
things. The key is to not forget these ideas again, as I
said before, in the country I come from 30 years ago
people in rural areas, like my granny, did have zero
waste households. (Continued)
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We need to look backwards and forwards, combing old ways with exciting new technologies. Maybe
we need to start by letting kids spend more time outside and showing them the example of how to
care more about the environment we live in.
We all need to be aware, to find critical thinking, to think globally, but start to act locally. Even tiny
actions like starting to use a metal or bamboo straw, or choosing to walk instead of driving 1km, is
already making a difference. (The end)

BE A CONSCIOUS SHOPPER
By: Rima P.
I feel that maybe I am going to sound very
boring and maybe a bit like a granny by
saying the next line, but that is fine so here
goes…
To do great shopping you need great
preparation.

Great shopping’ is one with zero plastic, zero food waste, as little packaging as possible, and good
quality products, but there is so much more…
Let’s start with my own simple definition of conscious consumption:
An awareness of our choices to use (take, buy, exchange) any products or items while considering
how to preserve our environment, how it will impact society, economy and making as little harm as
possible.
To really be a conscious shopper we need to look ‘beyond the label’, to care about the company which
created the item, if it was manufactured ethically, the materials used, CO2 and waste footprints, etc.
plus whether or not we even need to buy it at all.
All of the buzz terms like ‘smart shopper’ or ‘socially conscious consumer’ sound kind of fancy and
new, but maybe we should be looking back in time and consuming like older generations did. Before
the industrial revolution people were more aware of where things came from, since then we lost sight
of how harmful human activity can be and the negative consequences that massive levels of
production of, often unneeded, things bring. Their choices were forced by lack of options and relative
poverty. but still they are an excellent example to follow.
Back to the first boring sentence then, to get this right you will need do some smart preparation for
your shopping. (Continued)
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Starts with a plan of when you will shop and how often, this not only saves you time, but also
transport miles. Next where to shop, find places where you can buy as many ecological, locally grown
and produced and packaging free products as you can. Plan how much of something you actually
need to avoid food waste and buying unnecessary stuff.
Of course you won’t go without reusable bags and containers, never buy plastic bags and ask
checkout staff not to pack stuff. After shopping you will store things so that they will stay fresh for as
long as possible, conserving or freezing things you won’t use right away.
If you are looking for some ‘new’ furniture or clothes, then visit some second hand stores. Why not
give a second life to an old sofa, table, mirror, or maybe an old jacket worn only once but now left
hanging in a second hand store. Buying new clothes or household goods can be a reasonable choice if
you are careful about choosing locally made products, ecological materials, and not ‘fast fashion’ items.
Also, remember that money is not the only way to buy things, you can make an exchange. Once
again this is nothing new, people bartered and exchanged things long before the concept of currency
existed and we have never really stopped… probably it is the first trading concept in the world.
You may have a great harvest of tomatoes while your friend has a lot of pumpkins, so why not to
swap some? Perhaps you baked a delicious apple cake, why not share it with a neighbour, or lend
them a tool? I believe in exchange they will bring you eggs or honey.
Exchanging clothes or shoes is so normal in my family, it is good for the environment, but also a
practical and cheaper way to get new to you things. Take a look at the internet to find people who
give many things away for free or will sell valuable unwanted things for a very low price.
To be a conscious shopper we really have to think about ethics and the environment from a holistic
point of view. Here is my list of tips on how to step up and make a change:
Always take reusable bags
Read the labels
Choose natural and organic products
Shop locally and buy locally produced items
Do not buy things if you do not need them
Avoid unnecessary packaging
Buy and use reusable packaging and storage
Use reusable cups and bottles
Become a regular at the second hand stores
Look for exchanges instead of buying
(Continued)
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Basically, remember the four R’s: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, and Repurpose. Aim to create as little waste
as possible and before buying anything spend a couple of seconds to think about it. Don’t be
disappointed if you are still struggling to become a conscious shopper, honestly we don’t manage all
the time either. But we are aware about the choices we make while shopping and we are improving
all the time, if you are reading this then probably you already are as well. (The end)

A CIRCULAR ECONOMY
By: Rma P.
Everything is dynamic in our environment, including people. Just like the blood needs to find new
ways to reach a blocked heart we need to find ways to reduce damage we cause to this planet.
We spent far too long living without considering the long term situation.
We believed, or at least pretended to ourselves, that the resources given to us by nature were
unlimited, that we could not effect huge changes like global warming, and that human activity was
not one of the major causes of environmental destruction.
In the last few decades knowing, or choosing not to ignore, the problems we have started looking for
solutions. One of them is a circular economy. We hear this term a lot lately (it appeared around
1970), but what is actually hiding behind it?
Well it is complicated and quite simple at the same time.
Let's start with how it was (and too often still is) before. We call it the linear model. The system is a
straight line: Take, Make, Use, Dispose. We simply take natural resources, manufacture products,
consumers use them and then everything goes to waste, including waste from the manufacturing
process.
Below there are the models of linear and circular economies:
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So, here comes a new approach, the new model - a circular economy. This is a systematic approach
aiming to eliminate waste and to continually reuse the same resources. This kind of economy
development should be very beneficial not just to businesses, but to society and the environment. It is
no longer the straight line of take-make-use-dispose. It is more like a Take, Design, Use, Return,
Recycle, Reuse circle with as little waste as possible, because we have finite resources and have spent
centuries creating too much waste.
If we take a look at some of the benefits of this model, we could mention: reduced pressure on the
environment, improved security of the raw materials, less waste, development of new technologies
and innovations, new jobs, more conscious production and consumption, lower resource use and
higher waste repurposing, and a lower CO2 footprint.
The design stage plays a very important role. It involves planning a future, finding the ways to
reuse materials and products we already used once, giving them a new solid purpose and being
able to repurpose them in the future without being harmful to the environment.
Of course, this shouldn’t just be recycle and reuse once, it should be perpetuated. Then there need to
be strategies to make that energy efficient. Sometimes it will be that creating something new can be
more energy-efficient and less polluting, just that we need to dispose of the old in the best way.
Each of us have a role in this circle economy. It starts with making right purchasing choices,
recycling, reusing, composting, lowering household waste, and caring for our environment.
Perhaps we need a couple of simple examples of this great model.. The first one would be 'the
fashion industry' in our households. If we buy durable good quality clothing, we can use it, and
when we don't want it anymore it can be fixed and used by another family member, or we can
exchange with someone else or donate it. When it is finally in really bad shape it can be repurposed,
for example turned into cleaning cloths.

Another example is EcoVolt technology is USA.
They treat wastewater coming from industrial
processes. They not only turn it into clean water, but
at the same time produce biogas which can be used
to generate clean energy.
There is so much more to know about a circular
economy, you can find some good quality
information at weforum.org,
pacecircular.org, ellenmacarthurfoundation.org.
(The end)
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THE INTERVIEW
Sustainable fashion is an option with Migle
BETWEEN LAB

Migle, could you briefly introduce Between LAB?
(BETWEEN) is an experimental fashion design
studio. We create slow fashion, believe in
awareness, sustainability, ecology.We are one of the
few in Lithuania who make handmade shoes and
hats to order. People often emphasize that our
creations have an exceptional aesthetic, often
compared to the Amish. Recently, we focus on
Lithuanian heritage, traditions, roots - handicraft
weaving, embroidery, national ribbons, clogs. The
mythological motifs appear in the collections. We
present it in a modern context.

Photo @monikapenkute

How could you describe today's fast fashion industry?
The answer lis in the question :) It's fast. At the same time, cheap. Cheap itself dictates that,
usually, low-quality, synthetic fabrics, cheap and often unethical labor. Quite often the income
of a frequent modern consumer is insufficient to buy a quality, and at the same time more
expensive, item of slow fashion.
Why to Between is important the sustainability and ethical production process? How do you
achieve that?
There was a saying that the beauty would save the world, now apparently it could be
paraphrased as ‘consciousness will save the world’. We humans have expressed ourselves so
much and played the game of the Almighty so that now that we look at the result - the skin
goes goose bumps and the question arises automatically - is it not too late to change the result?
We don’t know if (BETWEEN) we’re changing anything, but we try to do as little harm as
possible.We do not store goods and usually only produce after receiving an order so that the
item really has its owner. We use only natural fabrics. We avoid the production of additional
fabrics, because a lot of it are produced anyway, so we look for 'waste' and so on. We sew
only in Lithuania and in non-mass production, employ local small producers, artisans, the
elderly, young moms who can work from home.
(Continued)
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According to the UN, the fashion industry is responsible for 20% of wastewater and about 10% of
total carbon dioxide emissions. Can we say that each of us is not only the creator, the producer, but
also the consumer responsible for it?
Yes. Each of us have a choice. Our actions are our responsibility and the position. When it comes to
fashion - buying clothes from the fast fashion stores is also not a sin, you just need to understand
what you are buying and try to buy items that you will wear for more than one season. Also,
clothes from second-hand shops, clothing exchanges and donating to someone who needs more can
be a sustainable solution.
Even the famous fashion house production relocates to developing countries, due to the smaller
caste. In your opinion, is it possible to ensure ethical, sustainable and non-exploitative production in
this way?
Perhaps, if the companies feel responsibly and are interested not
only in their own well-being, but also in the employees
conditions and well-being. I can not answer how it is because, in
fact, I lack of knowledge on this issue.
Would you agree that customers are increasingly paying
attention to product quality, sustainability, environmental
friendliness, practicality and longevity?
I think so. Not as fast as we would like, but with the
dissemination of information, awareness grows. It seems to me
that there comes a moment when you start to think not only
about yourself, but a little more broadly. And then you can
make decisions that respond to more than just selfish interests.
What would be your vision for the future of the fashion
industry. Maybe not a vision here, but it would be very nice for
me if there were as many in-kind exchanges as possible, more
human contact, only local production, small shops. There would
be no endless consumption and no discarding of worn items.
(The end)
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE A PART OF THE PROJECT?
HOW TO CONTRIBUTE?
We want to grow together with our readers. If you have any suggestions, ideas or have written an article
that you would like to contribute to our sustainability newsletter, then please do get in contact with us! This is
a FREE newsletter and can be read online and downloaded by anyone, as well as shared through social
media. Write to us at hello@platformaeko.com.
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